"HERITAGE OF HUMANITY" ON WHA

A series of original experimental dramatizations utilizing unusual innovations in radio technique is now being offered by the University of Wisconsin station WHA under the title of "Heritage of Humanity." Romance Koopman, WHA staff writer is the author and through the programs is re-evaluating the factors and forces by which society continues.

Philosophically "Heritage of Humanity" offers much to a world in distress. Such subjects as the dignity of man, the decency of work, the need for beauty, belief in a higher power, love between man and woman, and the value of learning are indicative of the scope of this thirteen week series heard each Wednesday afternoon at 4:00 o'clock. The broadcasts are directed by Gerald Bartell and the WHA players with original music furnished by Don Voegli and WHA Student Ensemble.

LA GUARDIA APPEARS BEFORE F.C.C.

New York Mayor F. H. La Guardia appeared April 29 as an attorney before the Federal Communications Commission. La Guardia urged that his city's radio station, WNYC, be allowed to remain on the air until 11:00 p.m., New York time.

The city's application is opposed by the Columbia Broadcasting System, which operates station WCCO at Minneapolis and by the state of Minnesota. WNYC and WCCO operate on the same wave length.

La Guardia contended that the granting of the city's application would cause no interference in the primary service area of WCCO.

MACARTHUR DAY ON KWSC

When students of the State College of Washington celebrated MacArthur Day recently, KWSC, the 5000 watt college-operated radio station, went "all-out" in broadcast coverage. The only institution in the West to observe MacArthur Day, the State College joined with a number of Eastern universities in beginning a drive to sell United States War Bonds to campus groups. Complete public service coverage of the day's activities and the advance publicity which KWSC gave supplemented its regular contributions to the war effort, according to
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Kenneth Yeend, Director.

An especially unique service was included. As part of the program in the convocation which highlighted MacArthur Day, a dramatic sketch entitled "Salute to Bataan" was presented by the KWSC staff. The convocation was held in the Rogers Field football stadium. The technical limitations attendant upon this location called for some ingenuity in presenting a dramatic sketch needing sound effects, music, and studio equipment. The Master of Ceremonies introduced the station representative who was announcing the convocation on location. The announcer in turn introduced "Salute to Bataan."

In the KWSC studio across the campus, the cast took the cue and began the ten-minute show honoring a State College graduate who had been cited for bravery. Back over the remote line through the public address system came the program. Any fears that a large audience in an outdoor stadium would not give their attention to a dramatic feature offering nothing for the eye were soon dispelled. The crowd received the highly sketch enthusiastically.

More work, more programs on WHA

WHA has expanded its broadcasting day to a schedule of 11 ¹⁄₂ hours on week-days and 6 hours on Sundays, or 75 hours per week during the month of March. Among the Sunday programs are these: Backgrounds of Today's Events (Faculty commentary); Books I Like (Professor Walter Ard, Greek); Varsity Out (Alumni Program); Encore (Selected week-day program repeated); University Forum (Authority as speaker, audience present); Wisconsin Industry at War (Dramatizations of Industry's role today).

In addition WHA features good music such as university concerts and featured recorded works.

War Effort at Michigan Under Abbot

The Bureau of Radio Broadcasting, University of Michigan, has a workshop in speech, dramatics, and radio writing consisting of 176 students, all of whom are concerned with the preparation of war effort programs. Three of these series are aired weekly:

"United for Defense" — described in an earlier issue of the News Letter.

"The Wilson Family" — a program designed to show the effect of the war upon the average American family.

"It Happened Before" — wherein are shown situations, crises, and problems of the present war, as lead up to by preceding events.
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Copies of scripts of these series may be had by writing Waldo Abbots, University of Michigan Extension Service, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

F.C.C. RELAXES OPERATOR RULES

The Federal Communications Commission on the 21st of April ordered, "that until further order of the Commission, notwithstanding the provisions of Section 13.61 of the Commission's Rules and Regulations Governing Commercial Radio Operators, a broadcast station of any class, which by reason of actual inability to secure the services of an operator or operators of a higher class could not otherwise be operated, may be operated by holders of any class commercial operator license:"

"Provided, however, that all classes of commercial operator licenses shall be valid for the operation of broadcast stations upon the condition that one or more first-class radiotelephone operators are employed who shall be responsible at all times for the technical operation of the station and shall make all adjustments of the transmitter equipment other than minor adjustments which normally are needed in the daily operation of a station:"

"Provided, further, that a broadcast station may be operated by a holder of a restricted radiotelephone operator permit only in the event such permit has been endorsed by the Commission to show the operator's efficiency in radiotelephone theory as ascertained through examination."

CLASSROOM USE OF RADIO AWARDS

Entry blanks for a Competition for Awards and Citation in the Classroom use of Radio are available now at the Radio Council offices. This utilization competition is to be held in connection with the 6th Annual Meeting of the School Broadcast Conference which will meet November 11, 12 and 13 at the Morrison Hotel.

NAEB PACKET

ENCLOSURES: (1) Script (WHA) - "Wake Up, America—It's Late!"; (2) WOI printed schedule; (3) "Radio in the Classroom" announcement; (4) University of Kentucky radio programs, May 4-17.

Harold McCarty sent along the script because he thought you members might want a copy. Says Harold:

"It was a broadcast based upon Edward T. Leech's editorial
"Wake Up, America—It's Late!" According to reports, it is the most widely reprinted editorial of recent years, appearing first in the Scripps-Howard newspapers and then reprinted all over the country. When I first saw it, it occurred to me that there were radio possibilities, and I passed it on to one of our script writers who turned out a whale of a show based upon the idea contained in the editorial.

Editor Leech of the Pittsburgh Press also had this to say for the script:

"I think you have done an excellent job. I have read the script which the Treasury Department later killed and also your own and I think that in many respects you made more effective use of the editorial than did the other script.

"I am sincerely glad to know that this record will be available to numerous college stations and I trust that it will be of some service to the country in this great crisis."

We're glad to have copies of "640 on Your Dial" to enclose with this News Letter. Also, glad to see that the report on the experimental studies in the production and classroom use of lessons broadcast by radio, a report of the Wisconsin Research Project, is now available to all.

F. C. C. Actions

WBKY, University of Kentucky, was granted temporary extension of license to June 1, 1942. (4/21/42)

WBOE, Cleveland Board of Education, was granted temporary extension of license to June 1, 1942. (4/21/42)

WSUI, University of Iowa, was granted license on temporary basis, pending determination upon application for renewal, to June 1, 1942. (4/21/42)

KOAC, Oregon State College, was granted modification of construction permit extending completion date from April 1 to June 1, 1942. (4/23/42)

-----Schooley